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Abstract: In order to overcome the problems of long allocation time and high 
bandwidth consumption in traditional resource allocation methods, this paper 
proposes a new balanced allocation method of English MOOC teaching 
resources based on QoS constraints. With the support of big data and cloud 
computing technology, MOOC English teaching resources are mined and 
collected, and the resource balanced allocation model is constructed by using 
MMPs algorithm. The resource balanced allocation of virtual machine is 
realised through the selection of QoS constraint parameters, physical resource 
mapping and QESA resource allocation system. On the basis of experiments, 
the proposed method has the advantages of balanced resource allocation and 
execution time. 
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1 Introduction 

Promoting the balance of educational resources is an important task for my country’s 
education. It is conducive to solving the problems of imbalances in educational resources, 
contradictions in educational levels, and educational equity issues in my country, and 
promotes the scientific development of China’s educational undertakings for building 
China. The characteristic socialist education and cultural power of the country makes 
contributions. With the rapid development of modern network technology and 
information technology, the internet has provided social education institutions with a 
support platform for online education work. Online education has gradually risen and 
received widespread attention. In recent years, it has developed well, and there are more 
and more online education resources. The scale is gradually expanding, and the 
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distribution of information resources is gradually socialised. Among them, the MOOC 
teaching career has developed rapidly, its teaching resources are huge, and the uneven 
distribution of teaching resources is serious. Therefore, how to promote the reasonable 
and balanced distribution of educational resources in the rapidly developing and huge 
dynamic network environment has become the current research focus in the field of 
online education. 

With the development and maturity of network information technology, the balanced 
distribution of network teaching resources can be achieved through high technology such 
as network big data and cloud computing. There are currently many more effective 
research results. For example, literature Gao (2019) proposes a method based on multiple 
the agent node's mobile network education resource balanced allocation method, by 
calculating the adaptation factor of the resource node performance index and the resource 
consumption index, according to the calculation result, the network teaching resources 
are balanced allocated; this method is mainly aimed at the allocation method of mobile 
network teaching resources Research has certain limitations. Literature Wang (2019) 
proposed a method of GIS-based educational resource balance, using GIS to spatialise 
and dynamically update educational resources, and establish a balanced evaluation index 
covering multiple dimensions of educational opportunities, resource allocation, education 
quality, etc. System, and through a variety of spatial analysis methods, balanced 
distribution of educational resources. Literature Zhang (2018) proposed a method of 
balanced distribution of mobile network teaching resources based on sequential games. 
This method first calculates the Nash equilibrium solution of each resource sequential 
game, and on this basis predicts the current network resource load capacity, gives the 
computing capacity of the proportional distribution of resources, and completes the 
balanced distribution of network teaching resources. However, this method is less robust 
and cannot meet the requirements of balanced distribution of educational resources under 
certain circumstances. 

The above methods have certain effects in promoting the allocation of teaching 
resources, but they all have certain pertinence, poor applicability and cannot be widely 
popularised. Therefore, a balanced allocation method of English MOOC teaching 
resources based on QoS constraints is proposed. The overall research scheme of this 
method is as follows: 

1 According to the target information requirements of English MOOC teaching 
resources, the collection process of English MOOC teaching resources is formulated 
to complete the full collection of English MOOC teaching resources. 

2 Based on the collected information of English MOOC teaching resources, this paper 
selects the QoS constraint parameters, and constructs the balanced allocation system 
of English MOOC teaching resources according to the MMPs resource balanced 
allocation algorithm in the QoS constraint, so as to effectively complete the balanced 
allocation of English MOOC teaching resources. 

3 Compared with the traditional bandwidth allocation method, this paper takes the 
experimental time as the verification index. 
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2 Collection of English MOOC resources 

English MOOC teaching resources are mainly collected through the internet data 
resource database. According to the user's search requirements, the computer system 
searches resources within the scope of the internet and accesses other information 
platforms or resource databases. The access interface of the platform generally needs 
certain access rights to obtain the target information resources, and then transmits the 
resources to the main computer system through network communication to complete the 
collection and storage of resource information (Wu, 2019; Fang, 2018; Shen, 2018; Kang 
and He, 2018). MOOC teaching system platform has its own resource information 
database, which stores a large number of teaching resources of the platform itself or 
introduced. Therefore, the collection of teaching resources first collects the resources of 
MOOC teaching platform, and then searches and collects the English MOOC teaching 
resources of the whole network. The obtained teaching resources will be stored in the 
system resource database to complete the storage and arrangement, so that the subsequent 
system can construct the allocation model and experiment. The collection process of 
English MOOC resources is shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 Acquisition process 

 

 

Through the above process, sufficient data of English MOOC teaching resources are 
collected to lay the foundation for the following balanced allocation of resources. 

3 Resource balanced allocation algorithm based on QoS Constraints 

3.1 QoS constraint parameter selection 

Due to the different service objects of network teaching resource allocation, the 
requirements for resources are also different. Taking into account the dynamics, openness 
and complexity of the network, selecting QoS constraints as the relevant measurement 
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standard for resource allocation can more effectively evaluate the objects. Therefore, it is 
necessary to select the relevant parameters of QoS constraints, and analyse the needs of 
general users for online English MOOC teaching resources, extract the key points of the 
requirements, and then form a representative QoS constraint standard. The user can 
perform resources according to the measurement standard. Selection and evaluation (Tao 
et al., 2018: Mercado Varela et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018). According to some 
characteristics of online English teaching resources, this paper selects the following 
representative QoS constraint parameters: 

1 Time. According to the total duration of the teaching resources, the teaching 
resources are divided and evaluated. This is mainly for some users who have strict 
time requirements. Many users will select suitable teaching resources for different 
time divisions for various reasons. 

2 Network. Network status is an important aspect that affects users' access to teaching 
resources. The quality of the network, the speed of the network, and the openness of 
the network all affect the acquisition and sharing of resources, so the network is a 
constraint measurement standard. 

3 Price. Many resources on the internet are paid, and online English teaching resources 
are also affected by factors such as the quality of teaching content, length of time, 
audience level and other factors, and resource prices also have different standards. 
But now most people still pursue low-cost prices, so price can become a constraint 
measure (Rahmna et al., 2018; Gonzales et al., 2019; Brinton et al., 2018; 
Manathunga et al., 2018; Kabtane et al., 2019). 

3.2 Construction of resource allocation model 

The balanced allocation model of resources based on QoS constraints first needs to 
optimise the allocation of resources based on the task requirements of resources and the 
mutual mapping of resources and constraint parameters. With the technical support of 
Internet big data and cloud computing, the process of network English teaching resource 
allocation can be described as: After a resource request task is issued, it reaches the 
relevant network computing node through network communication. Within its overall 
duration, the task demand Indexes such as type, time length, network status, and 
execution speed must meet the parameter standards of QoS constraints. δd represents the 
standard deviation of the model. The following table is the statistical table of the 
information of the model constructed by Internet of Things technology in different 
distance ranges. DAF can effectively remove pulse interference noise and mixed pixel 
interference. 

After the resources are mapped to the virtual machine, adjust the parameter 
configuration of the virtual machine, normalise the parameter interval to the [0, 1] 
interval according to the MMPS algorithm, and then quantify the parameters according to 
formula (1): 
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Among them, π (Δ) represents the specific quantitative values of physical resources, fk, 
wk, εk, δk respectively represents the parameter values of the CPU processing speed, 
memory capacity, external memory capacity, and network bandwidth of the virtual 
machine, and max (Δ) and min max (Δ) respectively represents the maximum and 
minimum values of the virtual machine parameters in the data set participating in the 
quantisation operation. The physical resources of the virtual machine are quantified by 
the above formula, and the quantised parameter values and corresponding QoS constraint 
parameters are obtained for standard evaluation. 

3.2.1 Time 
According to the parameter standards of QoS constraints, the partial time nodes of the 
task request are used as reference coefficients, and the corresponding physical resource 
parameter quantisation values in the mapping relationship are calculated by the time 
weighting formula to obtain the overall duration of the task completion under the 
influence of the physical equipment factors at the time: 

[ ]1
3t k k kH πf πw πδ= × + +  (2) 

3.2.2 Network 
Network status is an important factor that affects resource mapping and communication 
transmission. For resource allocation and transmission with high complexity or a large 
number of resources, a faster network speed and stable network status should be used for 
resource allocation and mapping. According to the resource mapping relationship, the 
virtual machine network performance parameters can be calculated, and the virtual 
machine performance parameters can be adjusted according to the calculation results: 

t kV πδ=  (3) 

3.2.3 Price 
Price calculation mainly includes all expenditures in the overall process of resource 
allocation and transmission. The cost calculation involves the consumption of the total 
cost. According to the mapping relationship between QoS parameters and physical 
resources, the weighting formula of the price is calculated as follows: 

( )1
4t k k k kP πf πw πε πδ= × + + +  (4) 

When detecting price interest, setting the fluctuation coordinate system is divided into the 
following three types: The first is the global coordinate system of the environment in 
which it is located, described as (XG, YG, ZG), it can show the changes in the position of 
the system in the environment. The second is a fixed internal local coordinate system, 
which is described as (XR, YR, ZR), the third type is the polar coordinate system formed by 
the data information fed back by the ranging sensor under normal circumstances, which is 
described as (ρ, θ). 

The global coordinate diagram is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 Schematic diagram of global coordinates 
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Set mapping location [x, y, θ]T, the mathematical model can be described as: 
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In formula (5), ω is the angular velocity starting from the centre point, v is the linear 
velocity, then the above formula must meet the constraint condition of non-integrity: 

sin cos 0x θ y θ− =   (6) 

In the actual detection process, the parameters of the radio frequency collector are 
restricted as follows: 

max max;v v ω ω≤ ≤  (7) 

According to the above calculation, the weighted calculation result of the quantised 
physical resource data can be obtained, and the vector and the expected vector can be 
expressed as follows: 

[ ], ,t t tJ H V P=  (8) 

[ ], ,H V PE e e e=  (9) 

According to the quantified vector representation and expected vector representation of 
physical resources, the evaluation operation is based on QoS constraints, as shown in 
formula (10): 
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According to the calculation result of the above formula, the smaller the value Costk, the 
higher the matching degree between the resource allocation task requirements and the 
virtual machine parameter configuration, the better the mapping effect, the more 
reasonable the parameter configuration, and the better the applicability on the virtual 
machine. The lower the matching degree, the less ideal the mapping effect. Then, 
according to the matching effect, the resource allocation task is bound to the virtual 
machine, and the resource allocation task is unbound from the original host and added to 
the resource allocation processing space of the virtual machine. This process takes into 
account the load of the virtual machine, so it must pass the load detection before binding, 
and the task requirements that meet the virtual machine space load requirements can 
complete the binding (Wang, 2019; Gao, 2019; Shinha et al., 2020). The data 
classification process is shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3 Data classification process 
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4 Construction of a balanced resource allocation system based on QoS 
constraints 

4.1 QESA resource allocation system structure 

The QESA resource allocation system is mainly responsible for resource information 
discovery, resource coordination and allocation, and resource information adjustment and 
scheduling for English MOOC teaching resources based on QoS constraints 
characteristics (Yan, 2018; Tawafak et al., 2018). When the QESA resource allocation 
system performs resource information coordination and task scheduling, it needs to start 
the reservation manager and resource allocator to adjust and manage the teaching 
resource information; and according to the resource demand tasks proposed by the 
application layer users, the teaching resources and QoS constraint services are 
coordinated and adjusted to meet user resource requirements. The resource allocation 
process is shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 Resource allocation process (see online version for colours) 
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The QESA resource allocation system builds a network information resource data 
management and allocation system that conforms to English MOOC teaching resources 
on the basis of supporting QoS services. Its main structure has the following levels: 

1 Resource information management service based on QoS. Including the management 
of the system’s own resource information database and network information resource 
retrieval system. Through the information management mechanism and query 
service interface of the resource allocation system, it realises the orderly 
management of system resource classification management and external network 
resource information retrieval and search, and supports QoS on the basis of 
constrained services, it satisfies the resource exploration, collection and management 
of the teaching system, 

2 Coordinated allocation of resource information based on QoS. The QESA resource 
allocation system starts the reservation manager and resource allocator based on the 
QoS constraints, and realises the reservation service of resource information through 
the reservation interface according to the information requirements of the resource 
request task; at the same time, according to the system evaluation procedure for 
teaching The multi-faceted performance evaluation results of resources can realise 
resource classification based on the performance of a certain resource, and adjust and 
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coordinate related resource tasks according to the classification results and the 
degree of performance matching. 

3 Resource task scheduling based on QoS. The system performs application 
performance analysis and QoS capability evaluation on resource information 
according to the user needs of the application layer and the result of system resource 
matching, and according to the matching result of the QoS capability in the resource 
mapping model and the physical resource mapping, the QoS capability and resource 
task of the resource information The requirements are analysed and matched, and the 
system resource requirements tasks are coordinated and scheduled appropriately 
based on the analysis results. The resource allocation architecture of QESA is shown 
in Figure 5. 

Figure 5 QESAA resource allocation system structure 

 

 

The overall structure of QESA resource allocation system is shown in Figure 5. Its 
services include user demand analysis, resource information analysis and matching, and 
resource task adjustment and scheduling of the system (Chiu and Hew, 2018; Larionova 
et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018). On the basis of supporting QoS services, it promotes the 
analysis and matching of teaching information resources in the system, which is 
conducive to ensuring the rationality and effectiveness of teaching information resource 
allocation. The resource allocation time is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 Resource allocation time 
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Figure 7 QESA system evaluation process 
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4.2 QESA system assessment 

The QESA system evaluation process is shown in Figure 7. 
Taking into account the relevant characteristics of QoS constraints, according to the 

evaluation results, this paper selects the QESA resource allocation system based on QoS. 
Compared with other resource allocation service systems, the QESA resource allocation 
system has the following advantages: 

1 The QESA resource allocation system can directly communicate and process 
information between the system application layer client and the system data layer 
service processing end. The information processing process is relatively simple, and 
the processing efficiency is high. It has the ability to analyse and match information 
resources. A certain flexibility. 

2 It has a certain degree of adaptability to QoS service characteristics. The mapping 
matching degree of QoS service capabilities is high, which is convenient for 
information resource matching and task scheduling based on QoS constraint 
characteristics. The work completion degree is high, and the matching degree with 
the system is good. 

3 The QESA resource allocation system has the currently popular service grid 
technology. Based on the technical operation of big data and cloud computing, it has 
high data calculation and logic analysis capabilities; the performance analysis of 
teaching resources and task allocation capabilities are relatively high. High work 
efficiency can meet the current demand for balanced distribution of resource 
information, and can be updated with the further development of the distribution grid 
technology. 

The QESA resource allocation system has high adaptability and openness, can meet the 
QoS service capabilities and characteristic requirements, and can further expand its 
service scope according to the information resources and task requirements, and meet the 
resource allocation requirements of the system. It has strong applicability and 
comprehensiveness. The performance is relatively good. 

5 Experimental research 

In order to verify the practical application effect of the MMPS resource balance 
allocation algorithm based on QoS constraints, this paper designs experimental research, 
and selects two other traditional resource balance allocation methods according to the 
resource allocation task and virtual machine parameter settings to conduct research 
experiments. 

5.1 Experimental environment 

In this paper, three virtual machines are selected for experimental research. The virtual 
machine adopts unified device configuration, and the configuration is shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Experimental equipment configuration information table 

Instrument configuration Lab environment 
AMDA88640K3.60GHZ CPU 
Windows 7 PC system 
Java Programming language 
8 GB Running memory 
256 GB Storage memory 
Eclipse Programming software 

On the basis of the above experimental equipment configuration, MMPs resource 
balanced allocation algorithm, GYS algorithm and SES algorithm based on QoS 
constraints are used to carry out the same resource allocation task operation experiment 
on English MOOC teaching resources, and the QoS constraint parameters of the 
completion time, network state and operation cost of the resource allocation tasks of the 
three algorithms are studied and analysed. The experimental environment is shown in 
Figure 8. 

Figure 8 Experimental environment 

 

5.2 Experimental index 

In order to fully verify the effectiveness of the proposed allocation method, this paper 
compares the proposed method with the traditional GYS method and SES method, taking 
the allocation time and the allocated bandwidth as the experimental comparison indexes. 

1 Allocation time: allocation time refers to the time spent by different methods in the 
allocation of English MOOC teaching resources with the same data. The shorter the 
allocation time, the higher the allocation efficiency of the methods. 

2 Bandwidth occupied by allocation: since the allocation is carried out through the 
internet, the network bandwidth will be occupied in the process of resource 
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allocation. The less the bandwidth occupied by allocation, the higher the 
performance of the method. 

5.3 Comparison of resource allocation time 

The resource allocation methods of the two cases are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2 Resource allocation task execution time 

Method Allocate time/s 
Method of this paper 174.6 
GYS method 205.3 
SES method 217.9 

It can be seen from Table 2 that the resource allocation time of this method is the 
shortest, only 174.6 s, which saves nearly 12% of the time compared to the traditional 
allocation method. The resource allocation time of the GYS method is 205.3 s, which is 
about 30 s longer than the method in this paper. It shows that the allocation speed of the 
GYS method is slow, the overall efficiency is not high, and the completion effect of the 
resource allocation task is not very ideal. The overall allocation time of the SES method 
is the longest among the three methods, and the time consumed is more than 10s longer 
than that of the GYS method, indicating that its resource allocation efficiency is low, and 
the allocation efficiency is not as good as the previous two methods. It can be seen that 
the method in this paper is more conducive to the balanced distribution of resources, 
which makes it have certain advantages in task execution time. 

5.4 Comparison of allocated bandwidth 

The higher the broadband occupancy rate is, the slower the network speed is. For the 
same resource allocation task, more network energy is needed. The comparison results of 
bandwidth occupied by resource allocation of the three methods are shown in Figure 9. 

As shown in Figure 9, the network bandwidth ratio of the method in this paper is the 
lowest, only about 10%, and it is lower than the actual network ratio, indicating that its 
network broadband belongs to the uplink network status, the network speed is faster, and 
the resource allocation speed is also faster. The proportion of the network bandwidth of 
the GYS method is significantly higher than that of the method in this article, reaching 
about 45%, which is higher than the expected network bandwidth proportion. The 
network occupancy rate of the SES method is relatively low, but it has reached 40%, 
which is 10% higher than the expected state. It can be seen that compared with the 
traditional method, the network status of the method in this paper is obviously much 
better, reflecting its relatively stable network status and faster network speed, which in 
turn makes resource allocation faster and more efficient, and is also conducive to 
maintaining the health and stability of the computer system. 
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Figure 9 Network bandwidth ratio results 

 

6 Conclusions 

In order to solve a series of problems existing in traditional teaching resource allocation 
methods, a balanced allocation method of English MOOC teaching resources based on 
QoS constraints is proposed. The performance of the method is verified from both 
theoretical and experimental aspects. This method is used to balance the allocation of 
English MOOC teaching resources. The process has a higher allocation efficiency and a 
lower bandwidth ratio. Specifically, compared with the GYS method, the allocation 
efficiency is greatly improved, and the allocation time is reduced by about 30 s; 
compared with the SES method, the proportion of the allocated bandwidth is significantly 
reduced, with the lowest proportion being only 9%. Therefore, it fully illustrates that the 
proposed resource allocation method based on QoS constraints can better meet the 
requirements of English MOOC teaching resource allocation. 
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